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de botton: theres another example. the thing about love that youre always forgetting is that its awful at looking after your own happiness. the only time youll ever be truly happy, if youre lucky, is when youre loving someone else; because there are no other times when youre happy by yourself. youll only
ever be really happy when youre in love; because there are no other times when youre happy by yourself. and so its quite difficult to learn how to love. its a very difficult art. it takes a long time to figure out who youre really being with. thats the good thing about love, the bad thing about love: it never

learns. tippett: i really like that. i think it seems to me, alain, that we have to begin with this thesis that love is complex. it isnt just, you know, a simple thing. it doesnt come from nowhere. love comes out of relationship, but youre doing it. theres learning. and love is hard. and, yet, i also think that if love is a
mirror, it is a mirror that we cannot see without learning. de botton: one of the things that ill say is that i think one of the virtues of love is that it can be more than a metaphor. it can actually bring about a change in our lives. love can really change our life. nowadays, people expect that love will change their

life. they expect that we will grow up, marry, have children, have careers, settle down, sort of get on with life in a way that is more or less what our parents expected of us. and that all seems to be a terrible mistake. i mean, i think our culture, at least in america, is so obsessed with having a happy ending
that we live in a kind of terror of having a life that is not going to be the one that our parents expected. we just put our minds to it. we have to think that. and when we get stuck, we get stuck. and we wonder why we get stuck, and we have the wrong kind of relationships, relationships that just dont go

anywhere, relationships that are like driftwood. and we can get stuck
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